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Introduction 

“Venezuelan security forces disappear victims, and in turn, tear apart families, terrorize 

communities, and degrade all humanity,” said Kerry Kennedy, president of Robert F. Kennedy Human 

Rights when commenting on Venezuela’s current crisis. 

 A new constitution established in 1999 following Venezuela’s Bolivarian Revolution promoted 

nationalistic ideals within a state-led economy. This political change was headed by former Venezuelan 

President Hugo Chávez. The new Venezuelan-Bolivarian regime faced a lot of backlash, as Chávez’s 

rule was very much based on oppression, censorship, and propaganda. and opposing voices rung far 

and wide. For the years following, problems escalated so rapidly that Venezuela soon became knee-

deep in ongoing political and socio-economic disputes. During these conflicts, the severe violation of civil 

rights intensified amongst the population. As a result, political opponents of this new Venezuelan 

government system are silenced through forced disappearances. In short, individuals are involuntary 

held for detention purposes, while information about the disappearance are not disclosed. In 2019, over 

500 cases of forced disappearances were recorded within the nation. These acts of forced 

disappearances are cruel and inhumane, as well as being in clear violation of human rights. Not only do 

outspoken political advocates suffer from this, innocent members of their families are also targeted as 

methods of punishment and intimidation.  

Forced disappearance is a common mechanism of political repression. After the victims forcefully 

disappear, the government is able to subject them to different types of interrogations and torture, without 

having to worry about lawful consequences. This systematic approach completely strips the detainees of 

their rights to freedom and defense and will only create more opportunities for human rights breaches if 

not combatted immediately.  

 

Definition of Key Terms 
Forced disappearance (enforced disappearance) 

The act in which an individual is privately abducted and imprisoned against their will, usually 

performed with the authorization of a political organization. Furthermore, the party that has taken the 
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individual in question refuses to present any information about his or her circumstance. Note: forced 

disappearance and enforced disappearance can be used interchangeably 

 
Political repression 

The act of governmental organizations and the state restricting, suppressing, or preventing an 

individual from expressing or promoting political ideologies  

 

Background Information 
The crisis in Venezuela  

 Though Venezuela’s socioeconomic and political crisis began over a decade ago during Hugo 

Chávez presidency, it is still a dire issue today under President Nicolás Maduro’s control. The crisis 

spans across many areas, from economic hyperinflation, to human starvation, then to political 

repression. Many have recognized Venezuela’s current crisis as one of the worst ones in history. The 

issue of political repression escalated with an uprising against Maduro’s poor administration. Under 

Maduro’s leadership, the country entered an economic recession in 2014 and inflation rates reached 

10,000% as of 2019. These economic problems directly impacted the social environment in Venezuela. 

Impoverished individuals could no longer afford or obtain basic necessities such as food, water, or 

shelter. As a result, Maduro took this situation to his advantage by using government handouts to 

incentivize Venezuelans to support him during elections. As the country began falling apart, the lack of 

adequate social services like healthcare was another harsh blow on its citizen. With the collapse of the 

health system, diseases began spreading and people started dying – the crisis became unbearable. 

Needless to say, many were severely disappointed by Maduro’s political strategies and no longer wished 

to be on the receiving end of them. During the crisis, an estimated 5 million Venezuelans have escaped 

the country to seek an improved life elsewhere. Though some Venezuelans chose to flee their country 

during a time of crisis, others decided to remain and revolt. The negative repercussions of Maduro’s 

governmental policies triggered a large number of political opponents. An opposite party headed by 

Venezuelan politician Juan Guaidó clashed with Maduro’s political beliefs, and the humanitarian crisis in 

Venezuelan only served to heighten the tension between the two. A surge of anti-governmental protests 

begun, followed by mass repression and human rights violations against those who participate. 

 

Forced disappearances  
 In an attempt to repress these opposing voices, the Venezuelan government decided to use the 

method of forced disappearances to administer a sense of fear into all adversaries. This was not out of 

the ordinary there are many documented infringements of civil and political rights in Venezuela. Though 

Maduro claims to be a part of the left-wing socialist party, the tactic of forced disappearances is 

prominent amongst right-wing dictatorships. The government’s authoritarian approach to dissent and 
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condemn political opponents is recognized as a systematic violation of human rights. However, the 

Venezuela government’s strategy of forced disappearance is very well-thought out. The estimated time 

for disappearances in Venezuela lasts around five days on average. This time of disappearance is 

enough to instill fear amongst the population, but also dodges official inspections that may be introduced 

if the disappearances were long-term. 

 Nature and legalities 

Forced disappearance could be one of the worst infringements on human rights, on top of 

being extremely cruel and inhumane. The International Convention for the Protection of All 

persons from Forced Disappearance (ICPPED) considers forced disappearance “…to be the 

arrest, detention, abduction or any other form of deprivation of liberty by agents of the State or by 

persons or groups of persons acting with the authorization, support or acquiescence of the State, 

followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by concealment of the fate or 

whereabouts of the disappeared person, which place such a person outside the protection of the 

law.” In essence, forced disappearance not only deprives individuals of their freedom, but also 

removes their access to lawful assistance and protection. The whereabouts of the detained 

individual is not provided, and their wellbeing is completely up to the dictation of the government.  

Article 45 of the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela strictly prohibits the act of 

forced disappearance, “the public authorities, whether military, civilian, or of any other kind, even 

during a state of emergency, exception or restriction of guarantees, are prohibited from effecting, 

permitting, or tolerating the forced disappearance of persons…”. Though the law clearly states 

against such strategies, that did not stop the government from continuously using it. This is due 

to the fact that forced disappearances are often concealed from judicial services and are not 

always officially reported. Corrupted government pressure and bribes stop the justice system 

from efficiently stopping such right violations. 

 
Political repression 

There is a variety of circumstances where forced disappearance is used by governments, 

but the Venezuelan government largely utilizes this tactic for political repression purposes. The 

amount of these secret detentions has been on the rise for the past 6 years. Not only are 

individuals taken and hidden against their will, they may also be subjected to intense physical, 

emotional, or mental torture. In summary, forced disappearances with political motivations can be 

divided into 3 distinct categories. First, forced disappearances are used for exclusion purposes. 

Political leaders who are seen as threats to the government are detained to take away their 

power in affecting social perspectives. Once they are isolated, their criticism against the 

government can longer be publicized. Secondly, forced disappearances are used for intimidation 

and propaganda. Individuals who belong to radical political groups against the government are 
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taken away in an attempt to deter ideas of protests. Family members of political advocates, 

especially woman and children, are also seized into detention as a way of intimidation towards 

male targets. The government signals to all groups that attempt to oppose the current political 

system will not be tolerated. Thirdly, forced disappearances are used for extraction purposes. 

The government detains political activists that belong to the anti-government movement and 

attempt to extract information about future plans or personnel involved. Forced disappearance to 

extract information often results in torture and mistreatment, as this is an effective method the 

government can force individuals to give up crucial information.   

 

Major Countries and Organizations Involved 
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela   
 Venezuela, under the governance of President Nicolás Maduro, is still in a state of extreme crisis. 

The political, economic, and social instability has led to horrid consequences that is slowly descending 

the country in to chaos. Opposing voices against the government are largely frowned upon and silenced 

through the use of forced disappearances. This method of political repression violates the intrinsic values 

of life and is recognized under international human right laws. Nonetheless, Venezuelan authorities are 

unwilling to acknowledge the real magnitude of this calamity. The judicial system is tampered and 

interfered with by the government, exempting authorities from responsibility for practicing forced 

disappearances. As individuals are isolated from society, the lack accessibility towards external 

protection and have limited approached to seek justice. In 2019, there were 2246 cases of detentions 

and forced disappearances, compared to 525 documented cases in 2018. The government does not 

seem to view themselves at fault for utilizing this repression strategy, and it has steadily transformed into 

a systematic way of repression within the country. 

The United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) 
 The UNHRC is a council under the United Nations with the objective to promote and protect 

human rights for all. Near the end of 2019, the UNHRC took critical measures to address the issue of 

forced disappearance prevalent in Venezuela. The UNHRC aimed to ensure that victims of various 

human rights violations, including forced disappearances, have sufficient access to legal justice. In fact, 

the UNHRC endorsed a resolution to establish an independent third-party body dedicated to 

investigating right violations in Venezuela. The establishment of such a body to acquire evidence of 

violations is crucial to serving justice and directing responsibility in a fair manner. The UNHRC hopes 

that perpetrators of forced disappearances are able to take full accountability, and further calls upon the 

Venezuelan government to cooperate with the UN’s evidence-searching operation.  
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Timeline of Events 
Date Description of event 

2014 
Tensions between opposing political parties – Maduro and Guaidó – escalate; 

the humanitarian crisis in Venezuela is at an alarming state 

September, 2016 
Thousands of citizens participate in a Caracas political protest against President 

Maduro for causing the Venezuelan economic crisis 

February 8, 2018 

The Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC) made the 

decision to start preliminary inspections for the alleged human right infringement 

crimes in Venezuela 

2018 
Over 12,000 political demonstrations conducted against the Venezuelan 

government 

August 2017 

The National Constituent Assembly of Venezuela (known for short as ANC with 

Spanish initials) dismisses judges of the Supreme Court of Justice and 

establishes legislation that discriminate against those who opposed the 

government 

September 27, 2019 

The UNHRC endorses a resolution to establish an independent third-party body 

dedicated to investigating right violations in Venezuela, with emphasis on forced 

disappearances and other unlawful detention methods 

2019 Over 500 cases of forced disappearance documented in Venezuela 

 

Relevant UN Treaties and Events 
The UN have held many meeting regarding the issue of forced disappearances before the Venezuelan 

crisis occurred, back in the 1990s and the early 2000s. Those resolutions do recognize core issues and 

serve to mitigate problems. However, they are not specific to the situation in Venezuela.  Now, the UN 

has officially recognized the severity of the ongoing Venezuelan crisis, and also acknowledges the need 

to address the large amount of forced disappearances as a result of political disputes. To begin, the 

UNHRC has decided to establish independent investigative measures to examine the various human 

rights violations in Venezuela using facts and evidence. After acquiring the necessary information, they 

will create a full commission of inquiry if the government refuses to comply with UN requests. The UN 

hopes that justice is served to victims of forced disappearances and calls on the Venezuelan 

government to cease this act of political repression.  

● International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance 

(A/RES/65/209): This Convention defines forced disappearances as a ‘crime against humanity’. It 
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provides victims and family members the right to seek reparations and be made aware of the 

truth of the situation. Furthermore, the Convention addresses different aspects to prevent, 

investigate and sanction this transgression. It also highlights the importance of international 

cooperation to reduce the occurrence of forced disappearances, and to facilitate victim recovery 

both physically and mentally. 

● Situation of human rights in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, 27 September 2019 

(A/HRC/42/35) 
 

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue 
 Though the UN and the ICC have made actions to investigate forced disappearances in 

Venezuela, these investigations and actions were not sufficient to change the workings of the 

government. This is due to the fact that extracting information and giving authorizations did not dictate or 

have direct control over government decisions. As a result, many previous attempts to resolve the issue 

were proven to be not be particularly successful in terms of overall impact. However, other countries 

have worked hard to combat forced disappearances. Take France, for example. The French government 

has been firmly committed to working towards the universalization of the Convention for the Protection of 

All Persons from Enforced Disappearance – which will include Venezuela. France has chaired the 

Working Group that established the Convention itself and has co-chaired the first conference regarding 

the Convention in 2016. France has strictly adhered to the Convention and has significantly reduced its 

amount of forced disappearances.  

 

 

Possible Solutions 

 As the government of Venezuela itself is practicing and perpetuating the issue, international 

organizations with authority such as the UN need to strongly urge and pressure the government to 

terminate such approaches of political repression. First, the government should be strongly urged by the 

United Nations to abandon the act of forced disappearances immediately. Furthermore, any type of 

political detention should be in compliance with international regulations and should not infringe upon 

human rights. Even if individuals are detained for political disruption, their whereabouts and basic 

information should be disclosed accordingly to their families and law agencies. Secondly, current victims 

of forced disappearances should be released. Following their release, individuals who wish to access 

assistance to seek justice need to be provide with proper judicial resources.  

 In order to decrease the amount of cases of forced disappearance, the method of strengthening 

judicial independence is imperative. Since the government has ample control over the verdicts of 

provisional judges, this may result in judicial choices that are influenced by the governing power. By 

clearly separating the Public Prosecutor’s Office from the state, decisions regarding future detentions will 
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be less biased. Additionally, all rulings made regarding political detention should be made in 

consideration of international human rights law. The rights of every person, political advocate or not, 

should be protected throughout the entire process. Another method to ensure that less arbitrary 

decisions are made about forced disappearances, militant units associated with the government should 

not be involved in day-to-day activities. When police or soldiers detain an individual, they should be in 

complete compliance of national legal standards. Regular citizens who participate in peaceful 

demonstrations and have not broken any laws should not be captured. Any kind of unlawful detainments 

should not be tolerated.  

 For normal citizens, it is important to raise awareness about the issue of forced disappearances. 

Once citizens are informed properly of this practice, they can take precautions to protect themselves 

from entering such a predicament. This education could be provided by non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs) with humanitarian aims, or should be funded by other charities. Furthermore, the UN should 

distribute information or host workshops to ensure that people are fully aware of their human rights.  

However, a mere national response to this problem is inefficient, such an issue requires 

international involvement. Countries who are strong advocates of freedom of speech and political 

expression should support the victims that were forcefully detained. A more extreme measure could be 

the process of forwarding the problem to the Security Council if forced disappearance threatens global 

peace. Thus, countries are able to implement economic sanctions and restrictions on the Venezuelan 

government until they show compliance with international guidelines. If member states of the UN all 

uphold internationally recognized human rights law, it will undoubtedly set an example that they stand 

firmly with the victims. Hosting international conferences to discuss the matter and hearing plausible 

solutions from different perspectives will help the UN come up with more-refined approaches. If 

international authorities can publicly condemn the actions of the Venezuelan government and push for 

change, it will display globalized unity against this horrendous crime.  
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